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About This Content

Back in action! The Classic Pack sees the return of the Smiley boulder and Sisyphus in-game avatar, along with 3 new army
banners (mug, angry god, and smiley face) to adorn your battlefield and units.

The boulder will be included among your selectable boulders at the start of any match, while the avatar and banners can be
selected from the "Customize" menu.

Also included here on Steam only is the Original Soundtrack! Find it in: Steam\SteamApps\common\Rock of Ages 2\Original
Soundtrack
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Pros:
+Open-World Exploration with many secrets to find
+Perfect Difficulty
+Great Music
+Detailed story with multiple endings
+Perfect difficulty on virtually all the puzzles

Cons:
- I encountered one bug that would have prevented me from getting two achievements, but it randomly awarded credit for
solving the puzzle (QR Code) after I reentered the room after beating the game.
- In the beginning there's a character who tells you to go somewhere, and doesn't give directions how to get there. I don't want a
highlighted minimap or something, but it makes sense for him to say go through the top corner, etc.
- There is one puzzle that involves a QR code. It's a reference to Fez.

I had a great time with Full Bore. I bought it expecting just another puzzle platformer, but it's much more than that. It's a free-
roaming open world exploration game, like Metroid without the enemies. This means it's probably closer to Fez than any other
game, but I enjoyed it more because it generally avoids esoteric puzzles that require out of game knowledge. The main
mechanic of the game is digging in unstable soil, which will be familiar to anyone who played Steamworld Dig. It works just as
well here, but unlike Steamworld Dig you're expected to backtrack if you want to explore and the whole map isn't digging.

The music is great, the story is surprisingly complex, it has multiple endings but you can play after the two to three of them, and
NPCs acknowledge your success. All in all, I highly recommend for fans of 2D puzzle games.. This game has always been about
the community, and I appreciate that. The game can be easy if you play certain classes, but it's the hard classes that are
motivating and fun and make you want to practice playing the game. There is a bit of a 'tutorial' through starter quests, but
talking to the various other players helps you to learn how to become a better player. I've been playing this since the beginning
and the changes that were made this year have been pleasantly surprising and exciting. Thanks, devs, for continuing to update
the game. Please take my money.. A very well crafted game with good amount of enemies to kill and dungeons to explore.. one
day i might not be too high to play this 10/10 would trip balls and have existential crisis again. Fortify is a great little game, it
has some really interesting mechanics when it comes to castle defence. I really liked the arcs of fire with different units, it
makes the player more active in defending the castle instead of having a 360 degree tower that you build and forget.

Ultimately i felt that after i'd finished the first level the game didn't have much left to offer me. I'd completed all the upgrades
for my castle and my units, my outposts were fully upgraded and it became very repetitive. I've seen many games like this
before on flash game websites, but for the price it's a very nice piece. You'll get a few hours enjoyment out of it and I honestly
dont think you'll walk away from Fortify unhappy. Just don't expect too much.. It's like Bit Trip: Runner, except way easier.
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Daily features (like daily hacks and daily challenges), so much money drop for huge scores, and FPS action? This is my kind of
tower defense game! If you aren't sure this game is for you, suit yourself! You're missing out the awesomness it brings!. i think
anyone who plays raceing games should get rc mini racers it is the best i love it and hope you do to btw it is free. This is
basically a very bare bones version of divekick, but it was interesting and funny enough. I really only recommend this with the
caveat that you are okay with throwing away $4.. I absolutely love this game! I find it really fun and it brings back a lot of
nostalgia from years ago. However, there are very bad background glitches on steam's version of the game. You may not want to
get it on steam because of the glitches, but I definitely recommend this game!. Ive activated it in steam AND Uplay....nothing. I
cannot get Hurks dlc to show up.
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